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Measuring over 6m long, one of the two heavy cross tree timbers is slowly returned back to 
the roundhouse. 
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The cross tree is aligned outside of the roundhouse and a metal pipe placed under it to act as a roller.  



Some serious effort is needed to move this large awkward oak timber forward.  



Steadily the cross tree advances through the hole in the roundhouse wall.  The hole was a necessary 
requirement to aid the original cross tree removals in February.



Paul Sellwood, IJP’s Mills Manager,   
takes a breather whilst the large 
timber is re-aligned.  



Necessary adjustments are made to the scaffolding in order to get the final section of the timber in. 



The timber is finally in positioned between the ‘feet’ of the main post. At this point a ratchet strap 
can be used to help slide the cross tree into its final position.  



At last (but far from over!) the cross tree arrives at its correct position in the mill - with each end of 
the timber resting over the base of its brick pier. It is clear to see the newly repaired mortise joint 
(cavity) in the timber at this stage. The repair has been carefully crafted to receive the matching 
quarter bar timber which is about to be brought into the mill and lifted in place.  



The associated quarter bar is 
brought in to the mill. Although a 
lot shorter than its associated 
cross tree timber it still requires 
well planned manual manoeuvring. 



Photo shows the new tenon joint (member) fashioned at the end of this quarter bar timber. This 
method of joint is a highly traditional approach used for joining large timbers dating back to the 
Egyptian dynasty 2500 BC. The joint will need to fit perfectly with the mortise created in the 
receiving cross tree and main post timber. 



One by one, each of the four quarter bar timbers is matched to its cross tree and raised into 
position with the aid of a three tonne chain hoist.  Despite the lifting gear the team’s faces indicate 
the effort that is still required to move such timbers into a vertical position. 



The timber is raised up into the vertical and positioned to meet the existing mortise joint in the 
main post. 



It is at this critical point that careful adjustments are made to both the quarter bar and cross tree 
timbers to ensure a perfect fit between the cross tree and quarter bar joints.  



At last! The timbers begin to meet correctly and now require only small adjustments for true 
alignment.  The joints allow the timbers to interlock without using fasteners or glues and therefore 
enabling the timbers to expand and contract.



Small adjustments are now made to the lower 
cross tree timber with the aid of ratchet 
straps.  The height of each cross tree above 
the ground is also critical ... One of several 
lifting jacks can be seen positioned under the 
timber to assist vertical adjustment.   



And just when it all seemed to be getting technical … Fred’s fleece comes in handy to protect 
the repaired timber during final adjustments with tensioned straps! 



This low angle shot illustrates the vertical supports required for the cross tree timbers.



The true position 
of the timber is 
established - with 
all joints meeting 
correctly and in 
alignment.  

The cross trees 
will  be temporarily 
kept in this 
position with the 
aid of wedges and 
jacks until the 
height of the 
supporting brick 
pier is built back 
up using original  
bricks and new 
oak ‘pads’.   

Note that the 
cross tree timber 
shown is the 
‘crocodile timber’
photographed and 
described in 
‘Repair Workshop’
update document.      



The ‘crocodile timber’ shown in closer detail. This repair provides testimony to the project’s desire to retain 
as much of the original material as possible - rather than to simply replace original timbers with new.  The 
cleverly crafted new oak repairs will ensure that this original timber lives on for the benefit of future 
generations.    



Other timber repairs are less obvious and will need to be pointed-out to future visitors. The tenon and 
mortise joints in this case are almost hidden from view.  Repairs to the under section of the timber will colour 
and age to provide a better match to the original timber. The original retaining metal straps are missing from 
the timber at this stage (note dark marking across timbers). These straps are being restored and will be re-
attached in a few weeks. 


